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1INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

 

Salt Wall Systems 
Hanging Wall Snap Fit Design

Back View Side View

16”
1 3/4 ”
(4.5 cm)

18”



1- Prepare Wood Mounting Platform
Individual salt panels weigh 22 lbs which requi-
re a strong mounting platform. Most existing 
wall structures include drywall, CMU, or brick. 
Unless the mounting surface is a minimum of 
3/4” wood. a wood mounting platform for the 

Cut plywood (min 3/4” thickness) one inch 
bigger on all four sides than the dimensions of 
the size of the planned salt wall. For example: 
if salt wall dimensions are W 80 x H 36, cut 
mounting board W 82 x h 38. (particleboard 
not acceptable mounting surface). Ensure 

2- Install wood Mounting system
Salt walls can be installed at any elevation or 
angle. Once the location is determined,  you 
must anchor the mounting board onto structu-

3- Mark Centerline
Once the mounting board is anchored,  you 
must distinguish the center lines. Strike both
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HANGING WALL PANEL FOR
EXISTING WALL STRUCTURE
The following example is for a 10 panel 
(W 80” x H 36”) salt wall.

Example  for 10 panel wall W 80” x H 36”.
Mounting panel measures W 82” x H 38”

W 82”

W 38”

Mark horizontal 
center point 19”

Mark vertical center point 41”

 Mark Centerline
panels is required.

plywood is level and squared.

ral wall (e.g., framing or rock wall). 

horizontal and vertical center lines. 



4- Install the Anchor Panels
The first panel installed in a salt wall is the 
most important; it´s called the bottom anchor 
panel. The bottom anchor panel needs to be 
the center panel of the bottom row. If the 
bottom row contains an even number of 
panels, the anchor panel needs to be the cen- 
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Align vertical center line 
to center of panel

Bottom of mounting 
flanges must come to 
edge of mounting board

Align vertical center line 
to center of panel

Note:
Use power drill to mount 
stainless panel screws

Note:
If row consists of even 
number of panels, begin with 
the center right panel as the 
anchor panel.

ter-right panel.



 
 

5- Install the Row Panels
Once the center anchor panel is installed,-
mount the remaining row panels outward. 
Ensure  that each panel is level with the hori-
zontal centerline and is snug with the adjan-     
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Salt edge must be level with 
horizontal center line 

Salt panel seems should be snug 

Install panels moving outward.

cent panel.



 
 

6- Install Second Row Panels
Once a second-row anchor is complete, install 
second-row panels outward. Assure there is a 
snug seam at the bottom. Use a protractor  to 
assure that both lower corners are 90 degrees 
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

BOTTOM
ANCHOR 
PANEL

TOP
ANCHOR 
PANEL

Install panels moving outward.

(adjust as necessary).
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